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Q . Pir . Secretary, what do you expect to come out. of the President's
visit to Canada ?

SSEA : I think its ; main purpose is to show how important Canadian-
American relations are. If I could put it in the opposite
way, if the President did not come to Canada that would b e
a matter that would be remarked . The fact that he does cor;e
here indicates that he looks upon Canada as beir.r one of the
important allies of the United States .

Q . Well, the Presidential Party does not include the Secretary
of the Treasury, John Connally, and on the Canadian side
you don't have your own Trade I :inister there so that they
will not be talking specifically about the item that is of
the most irritation at the present time . That is-to say, the
safeguards of the auto pact .

SSEA : Yes, well when the Prime P-:inister went to Washington he just
took me, there were no other ministers who went . Meetings
of this kind at the highest level are not for the purpos é
of negotiation . Sometimes they can be used to complete a
negotiation, but they're not for the nitty gritty . This is
where the leaders, the top men in the country, Fet together
to talk in general about the state of relations between the
two countries . We'll probably talk about trade -- I'll talk
to Rogers about it, and the Prime Minister will talk t o
President Nixon about it, but we're not negotiatinp on
this occasion . That's not what the purpose of the visit
is . It is to exchange views upon the state of relations
between our two countries and our respective interests in
the world as a whole .

Q . Do you think that the trip of the President coming here, of
the form of summit talks between the President and the Prime
l :inister are in fact necessary at this time ?

SSEA : I think they are, yes . I think, as I said at the outset,
if the President went to i~oscow . and he went to China, and
he went to Europe or wherever he went, and he omitted Canada
that would be a matter for remark .

Q . Is it possible that the President is cor:ing here because we
are now in a period that has been described as perhaps the
worst state of relations between Canada and the United
States in, say, the last decade?

SSEA : 1--7e11, I question this . I have probably negotiated more on
behalf of Canada with Americans, and with the United States
Governrent than anybody else in either of our countries . I
don't detect any bad relations between Canada and the United
States . What I do detect is a changing relationship . And
it arises out of changing policies of the United States and
changing policies in Canada . For example, we have a new
foreign policy of the United States, the Nixon Doctrine that
affects the relations of the United States with Canada as i t
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does with other countries . We have a rather different approach
which is very parallel to the Nixon Doctrine .

Q . You reject the word "bad" in describing relations between
Canada and the United States ; you prefer the word nchangingrt .

SSEA : Changing, yes . . .

Q . How do you explain Prime Minister Trudeau's sayinf- in reference
to the Secretary of the Treasury, "With friends like Mr .
Connally, who needs enemies?" ?

SSEA : Well, these are the sort of offhand remarks . . . If you'd
heard the other part of the exchange as I did .

Q . What was the other part?

SSEA : Well, the other part of the exchanre was sonethin-- ahout
! :r . Connally and some remark that he had rade about Canada .
so the Prime Minister in a rather lifiht-hearted way used the
old cliché, but . . .

Q . j'Ihat was that remark? Can you share that with us?

SSEA : Well, this was a question put to 11,Ir . Trudeau about a criticism
that had been made by Mr . Connally of Canada's policy, s o
the Prime Minister, just in order to make a little retort
in kind, as he felt, but not to be taken seriously .

Q . I wonder if you'd excuse me if I say that I find what you
are saying to be in a kind of minority on the basis o f
what I've-béèn hearing in my few days in Canada, and that is
to say that the relations between the two countries are des-
cribed in terms of their being irritating at the present
time, their being difficult, awkward, and even the worst, as
I've read in one Canadian newspaper . You accept "changing" .
I get it told to me in a much more negative way .

SSEA : No, I don't accept that . If you look around the world, and
perhaps I see it a little more clearly from my position as
Foreign T•iinister of Canada, and I look at relations between
other countries, I would still say that relations between
Canada and the United States are the best between any two
countries in the world, and the closest .

Q• How do you explain what I've been hearin7 -- the rhythms of
irritation, discontent ; the fear of economic absorption,and
so forth?

SSEA : :Jell, this is because of the changinf- relationships between
the two countries . In both countries there is a rather
different spirit . You know, the Nixon Doctrine is inspired
by the idea that the United States should limit its cor-lit-
ments to its capacity to discharre them . We have done th e
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same thing in a sense . We have said, "our foreifn policy
is to be directed to the advancement of Canadian objectives" .
just as American policy is to be advanced to the interests of
American objectives . In this process, interestinFly enough,
we both moved on parallel lines . So when one talks about
worsening relations, I think of foreign policy . There was
criticism in Canada and in the United States when Canada
decided to enter into diplomatic relations with the People's
Republic of China . That didn't last very long . Shortly
thereafter President Nixon said, "I'm going to Pekir_r :t .
7Je had criticism in Canada of our exchange of visits with
Kosygin when the Prime 111inister went to the Soviet Union
and Kosygin came to Canada . There was criticism that somehow
we were diverging from our policy of friend'ship with th e
United States . But rlr . Nixon said, "I' m goinp to Moscow, too .",
so that in fact there is a new appraisal, I think, in both
countries of our respective roles in the world .

Well, you seem to be addressing the question of American
criticism of foreign policy initiatives taken by Canada . I'm
talkinr about possibly not a ;-roundswell, but a building
sentiment of suspicion, of anxiety, about the United States . . .
inside Canada .

SSEA : Canadians are not anti-American . 1.7hat is goin.- on in Canada .
I feel, is a recognition of Canada's unique role in the world .
There had been, I think, too much emphasis formerly upon the
role of Canada as the honest broker, as the helpful fixer .
Now we're looking at Canada in the interests of Canadians and
looking at our relations with the United States as we look
at our relations with other countries . In the case of the
United States it rests upon the fundamental assumption . . .two
assumptions : first, that the United States is our closest
friend and ally . The second is : how do you live distinct
from such a vast and overwhelming power? These are the two
considerations that we have in mind . and it is the second of
these : how do we live distinct from this overwhelming world
power . . .

Q. Is it possible?

SSEA : We think so, and it is in this effort to rerain friendly but
distinct . . .

Q . But aren't there certain built-in contradictions? For example,
there seems to be a sense of unease about the dimensions of
American investment, economic investment, in Canada . A
fear that perhaps too much control rests in the hands of
Americans . At the same time it would seem to me that you are
also concerned about there being enourh American investr~ent
to come into Canada so that the Canadians can proceed with
certain economic programmes they have for development . Aren't
you cavght in a contradiction ?

1
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SSEA : No, we do have an ambivalent view .

Q . What's the difference whether its ambivalence or contradiction?
It's a cycle that youtre in .

SSEA : Yes . There are two aspects to foreign investment which
we've always recornized . We have benefited enormously from
havinr access to foreirn capital . foreirn technolor-y '
foreirn initiatives, particularly from the United States as
our closest friend and neifhbour . At the sane time . Canadians
would prefer if they had this kind of capital . this kind of
technolo .r.y . and this kind of expertise and initiative at home .

l,r . Secretary, isntt Canada caught up in some sort of contra-
diction in its relations with the United States: a certain
amount of complaint . possibly even of resentment about the
dimensions of American investment, economic investment in
Canada because of the control exercised by Americans, at the
sar. ►e time the Canadian desire for American investment so that
Canada can proceed with its plans for development and progress?
Arentt you caught up in that contradiction?

SSEA : I think itts more of an ambivalent attitude that we have .

Q . Are you bein g diplomatic now?

L EA : No, no, no, I think this is true . We do speak out of both
sides of our mouth and for good and sufficient reasons
that we do realize that we have benefited . We are a much
stronger country industrially . We're much more independent
because we had access to more capital, foreign technolo gy,
and initiative and so on in fields in which we didn 't have
these things . we are retting to the point where we feel
that we would like to be more selective -- where we do have
more capital , where we do have more trained people . where we
do have more technolo gy. So it is a bit ambivalent . ; l e
realize we are still goinZ to be dependent to some derree
upon this, but we're tryin~- to limit the deper.dence . This is
the attitude of Canadians . It's a developinr attitude . I'm
quite satisfied . for example . that it was because we did have
access to capital and technology and enterprise that we are
a strong and independent country as we are today . Otherwise
we'd have been very weak .

Q. Can you ' ever get out of that psycholo Fica1 situational predica-
ment that Prime i:inister Trudeau once described as'Zivin ~
next door to an elephant, when it grunts you twitcYi; or words
to that effect ?

SSEA : No, I think this is our inevitable destiny : livinr next
to the United States . We are becoming, of course much
stronrer ourselves -- a biaFer country, more internal capacity .
I think the underlyinE problem in the world, which we're
tryinr to reconcile, and this is not only in relations between
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Canada and the United States is the growing interdependence
of countries and this we must recognize in anada as I*m
sure you do in the United States, that our two countries
are more interdependent than any other two countries in the
rrorld . More trade f-oes on between us . more people cross our
borders, more capital flovrs backwards and fon-rards, so we
are the most interdependent of countries . We are not ~oinp
to break that nor should we .

But with the accent on national sovereiFnty and national deper.-
dence . . .

SSEA : Interdependence, not dependence .

Q . As well as independence?

SSEA : As well as independence .

~ . How do you feel, sir, about the new developments in Vietnam,
and how do you feel, sir, about the President's decision to
move more air and more naval power to Vietnam ?

SSEA : Well, Canadians would prefer that the United States was not
in Vietnam . That is the overwhelming sentiment of the
Canadian people . We regret very much the revival of th e
war . It seems to have been revived from the North Vietnamese
side, but at any rate it has been revived . We, Itm sure,
share the desire of the President and I know of Mr . Rogers
that the Americans should get out of Vietnam and leave
those problems to be settled there . And therefore we are
heartily in favour of the withdrawal of the Americans and we
hope it can be accomplished successfully .

~ . When you talk about regretting revival of the war, does that
regret as well include the American air and naval buildups,
sir?

SSEA : Yes, it does .

Q . ',Jhat would you isolate as the sin,-le hirrest problem in rela-
tions between the two countries?

SSEA : I don't know whether I could isolate a single problem . We are . . .our
relatiônships are so close in such a broad field that it is
difficult to isolate any one factor . Oureconanic relatior:ships
are extremely close, our financial relationships, our defence
relationships . I suppose the problem itself is just that ,
from the point of view of a country like Canada . We are Canadians .
ÏJe don't want to be Americans . We like Anericans, but we want
to be distinct . And our problem is : how do we prevent the
United States from overrrnelminE our economy, our culture?
How do we do it ?

e. How do you. . .? -

SSEA : How do we do it? For a hundred years this has been our problem .
Canada, in a sense is a reaction to the United States .-
The fe d era tion in Canada was f or m e d
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because we were fearful that at the end of the Civil :-lar
the United States would move north . So Canada was formed,
and at every stage of our history this relationship exists .
:'le are to some extent a reaction to the United States . but
it is not anti-American . It is a desire to be a distinct
country living in harmony i•rith the United States . That is
the problem, and for us it's an extremely difficult one .

Q . Do you feel you're making progress, sir ?

SSEA : Yes, I do . 1,17hen I think back to my youth, I think how r,uch
more our institutions are developed, how much more our economy
is developed . All of these things . But here we are on
television . If you lived in Canada you'd see almost as much
American television as you would see in the United States .
And yet we*re trying to promote our arts, our musicians, our
books, our writers, and wef re making considerable progress,
but it is always an uphill battle .

Q. 1:r . Secretary, do you see anything in President Nixon's vie w
of Canada that is different from the view, ssy, of the President~s
predecessors?

SSEA : No . I don't really see very much difference . Like the Prime
: :inister, I felt it was a very significant statement that the
President made when Tir . Trudeau saw hir^ : that it is not the
desire of the United States to impose any kind of economic
régime upon Canada .

But then Secretary Connally made some remarks that infuriated
Canadians .

SSEA : Yes he made some remarks that seem to us not to be in line
with what the President had said, and we assume that the
President speaks for the Government of the United States .
We do recognize, however, that there are inherent problems,
r.othinC to do with the policy of the Government of the United
States . Problems for us that are caused by simple proximity
to the United States . It has nothin`- to do with the policy
of the United States Government as such . It's simply that
a very dynamic society of vast power is situated alor. ;.-side
of us . That's our real problem. And we hope that we have
the sympathetic understanding of the United States, and we
think in President Nixon we have such sy.mpathy .

Q . What is that button on your lapel, t :r . Secretary?

SSEA : This is to identify me for the purposes of security while the
President is here so that I can rove in and out withou t
beinr stopped by the guards on one side or the other .

Do you anticipate any problems?
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SSEA :No, I don' t . No, I think very careful precautions are being
taken .

Thank you very much, sir .
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